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inherent in the psycho whose activity the object merely
stimulates. Experience .shows that the* evidence of our
senses very largely coincides with the qualities of the object
but our apperception is subject to well-nigh incalculable
subjective influences, which render the correct knowledge
of a human character extraordinarily difficult* Moreover,
such a complex psychic factor as is presented by a human
character oilers only a very slight field for pure sense
perception. Its cognition nlso demands 'feeling-into^
reflection, and intuition. The final judgment that issues
from these complex factors is always of very doubtful
value; necessarily, therefore, the images we form of a human
object is, to a very large; extent, subjectively conditioned*
Hence, in practical psychology we should be well advised
to differentiate the image or imagd of a man quite definitely
from his real existence. Not infrequently as a result of
its extremely subjective origin, an Imago is actually more
an image of a subjective function-complex than of the
object itself,
In the analytical treatment of unconscious products,
therefore, it is essential that the imago shall not immedi-
ately be assumed to be identical with the object; it is wiser
to regard it as an image of the subjective relation to the
object, This is what is meant by the consideration of a
product upon the subjective plane,
The treatment of an unconscious product upon this
plane results in the presence of subjective judgments and
tendencies of which the bearer is made the object When,
therefore, an object-imago appears in an unconscious
product, it is not definitely concerned with the real object
per $e, but just as much, possibly even more, with a sub-
jective function-complex (v, Soul-image),
The application of meaning upon this plane yields us
a comprehensive psychological explanation, not only of
dreams but also of literary works, in which the individual

